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POFIT

WORLD CLASS
ERGONOMIC CHAIR
-World 1st High Tech Chair with Bluetooth APP
-Dynamic Bionic Spine Pressure Relief Design
-Omni-directional & Double-wing Support Chips Design for Back Muscles
-LIVEMOTION Lumbar Tracking Design
-Intelligent Seat Cushion
-Matt Black Frame

POFIT

ADVANCED
ENGINEERING

Pofit is the world first chair which can interact with users through Smart APP connected
by Bluetooth. And POFIT adapts ultimate bionic spine design and 20pcs support chips
design for back muscle groups to redefine original ergonomic chair
Pofit applies technology to design bionic spine to bring you more than 300% protection to
your whole spine. Bionic spine is the best solution for back & lumbar pain on current
office chairs design field. Pofit achieved successfully whole-line support to human spine
rather than individual support. Pofit’s dynamic bionic spine pressure relief design, omni-directional & double-wing support chips to back muscles and LIVEMOTION lumbar
tracking design, all provide perfect and comfortable support to users’whole back,
including whole spine and back muscle groups

FEATURES
-World-first Smart APP On Chair
-Dynamic Bionic Spine Pressure Relief Design
-Omni-directional & Double-wing Support Chips Design
-LIVEMOTION Lumbar Auto-Tracking Design
-5D Headrest
-Single Lever Control
Whole-Line
Support

Individual Point
Support

-Weight Activated Mechanism With Two Modes Back Tilt
Tension Changes

3 joints thoracic

-Front Seat Depth Adjustment

vertebras

-Back Recline with Multi-positional locks
5 joints lumbar
vertebras

-Matt Black Frame or White Frame for option

3 joints lumbar
vertebras

1 joint sacrum
vertebra

9 SECTIONS

3 SECTIONS

POFIT

POFIT

GENERAL CHAIR

MORE THAN 300%
WHOLE-LINE SUPPORT
TO SPINE
POFIT Bionic Spine provides more than 300% whole-line support to
human spine through providing full support to 3 joints thoracic spine, 5
joints lumbar spine and 1 joint sacrum spine, not only individual point
support. And this whole-line support can reduce the back pain for
long working hours

POFIT

SEATING
INNOVATION
AUTO FLEXIBLE PRESSURE
RELIEF SUPPORT DESIGN
5D HEADREST
5D (Double height, tilt, angle and shape) adjustable headrest can suit much more users
of different height range(150-190cm) and various head shapes

OPEN SHOULDER DESIGN
Pofit is designed with an open shoulder section to ensure that the mesh upholstery can
provide the correct amount of resistance to the upper back without any hard pressure
points causing discomfort

3D ARMREST
Height, angle and depth adjustments to allow
forearms to rest comfortably whilst taking the
weight off your shoulders

DYNAMIC BIONIC SPINE & ADJUSTMENT
Bionic spine is the best solution for back pain. Pofit bionic spine provides more 300%
whole-line support to human spine through providing full support to 3 joints thoracic
spine, 5 joints lumbar spine and 1 joint sacrum spine

FRONT SEAT DEPTH
ADJUSTMENT
Users can adjust seat depth to suit individual
thighs length without changing sitting position to
make thighs get full support

OMNI-DIRECTIONAL & DOUBLE-WINGS SUPPORT CHIPS
Total 20pcs omni-directional & double-wings support chips can provide soft support
to back muscle groups to protect them

SMART APP OPTIONAL
Pofit is the world-first chair with smart app which can guide users how to adjust
to correct positions and develop good sitting habit through 5 functions: 1)
Lumbar Protection Setting 2)Healthy Sitting Posture Warning 3)Sitting Posture
Evaluation 4) Sedentariness Warning 5) Sitting Posture Statistics

LIVEMOTION LUMBAR AUTO-TRACKING SYSTEM
LIVEMOTION lumbar is the only solution for empty lumbar when reclining. Pofit
LIVEMOTION lumbar can deliver superior comfort and full support to users’lumbar and
sacrum area in any sitting posture

SINGLE LEVER CONTROL
Ingeniously ergonomic single lever control can
operate the seat height and back tilt & 4 positions tilt locking easily

AUTO-TENSION & TWO RECLINE
MODES ADJUSTMENT
Weight activated mechanism can auto-adjust back-tilt tension according to users’
body weight.Two recline modes to change
natural and relaxed tilt resistance or more
powerful tilt resistance

POFIT

FUNCTIONS
TO ADJUST
INTELLIGENT SEAT CUSHION
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Single Lever Control

Seat Height & Back Tilt with 4 positions locking
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28

Two Modes Back Tilt

'LOOSEN' mode for natural and relaxed support
'TIGHTEN' mode for powerful support

3

Front Seat Depth Adjustment

Make seat depth adjustment ergonomically
without changing sitting position
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POFIT

INTELLIGENT
TECHNOLOGY

Pofit is the world-first chair with smart app which can guide users how to adjust to
correct positions and develop good sitting habit through 5 functions:

SITTING POSTURE WARNING
APP can detect any one of incorrect sitting posture and send a warning message to your
phone. You can set every 3 mins, 5 mins or 10 mins to make message warning

SEDENTARINESS WARNING
APP can detect your daily activities status automatically and send a message to remind you
to get up to move and relax when you sit for too long time, you can set warning cycle of 2, 3
or 4 hours

SITTING POSTURE EVALUATION
How much time you sit correctly or wrongly every 3~8 hours? APP can analyze it and send
an evaluation message to your phone. This function can help users to develop a good &
healthy sitting habit

LUMBAR PROTECTION SETTING
APP can find out and advise to adjust to the best lumbar protection position through large
data Analysis

SITTING POSTURE STATISTICS
This function can review the sitting posture status in one
week or one month. It records the total sitting time, correct
sitting posture time, and 2 types incorrect sitting postures
time

DOWNLOAD
Apple store

Search
COMFORT SMART +

and download APP

COMFORT SMART +

Android platform

W-wing shape headrest design, protect the neck but zero pressure on shoulder

POFIT

5D HEADREST

5D (Double height, tilt, angle and shape) adjustable headrest can suit much more
users of different height range(150-190cm) and various head shapes

1D Height Vertical Adjustment
Suitable to mid-height people

2D Height Setting Adjustment
Suitable to taller people

3D Tilt Adjustment
Suitable to all body types of people

4D Angle Adjustment
Suitable to different working needs

5D Shape Auto-Adjustment
Suitable to various head shapes

POFIT

2 UPHOLSTERY OPTIONS

MODELS &
OPTIONS
POFIT is designed for both aesthetic impact and ergonomic excellence. An extensive selection of
soft and durable mesh, leather and fabric upholstery offers a variety of colour combinations to suit
any environment. This stylish chair delivers outstanding ergonomic comfort and stylish innovation the perfect example of form and function in complete harmony

FABRIC HEADREST

MESH

FABRIC HEADREST

MESH

BACK
SEAT

MKT/ POFIT/ CI/ BLK

1 FRAME OPTIONS

BACK
SEAT

MKT/ POFIT/ CI/ GREY

FABRIC HEADREST

MESH

FABRIC HEADREST

MESH BACK
SEAT

BACK
SEAT

MKT/ POFIT/ CI/ BLUE

MKT/ POFIT/ CI/ RED

CIRCUIT MESH ( NEW )

BLACK / CI-00

LIGHT GRAY / CI-21

BLUE / CI-58

BURGUNDY / CI-56

Due to printing limitations, all colours are approximate. Please contact us for actual samples

POFIT
Comfort are passionate about using mesh on our chairs due to their durability and ergonomic properties.
In addition, we have selected a range of complementary leathers and fabrics to mix-and-match. Should
you wish to upholster in an alternative material, we work with all the leading contract fabric suppliers and
can advise of suitability - non stock items will increase lead times

Matt Black Frame
POFIT-AC

White Frame
POFIT-AW

POFIT

TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATION

POFIT

DIMENSIONS

POFIT

POFIT WITH HEADREST DIMENSIONS

GREEN CREDENTIALS
GREENGUARD CERTIFICATION

C
E

GOLD

GREENGUARD Certification standards have
established performance-based standards to define
products and processes with low chemical and
particle emissions for use indoors.

A
D

RECYCLABILITY
MATERIAL ANALYSIS
PLASTIC
ALUMINIUM ALLOY
STEEL
UPHOLSTERY
PU/FOAM

RECYCLED MATERIAL TOTAL

mm

94.8%
CONTENT

RECYCLED

42.18%
22.98%
29.64%
1.93%
3.27%

90%
10%
80%
-

81%

A
B
C
D
E
F

B

490- 515
445- 530
400- 760
630- 760
600
666

F

POFIT WITHOUT HEADREST DIMENSIONS
CERTIFICATION

C
E

ANSI/BIFMA X5.1-2017

YES

A

EN 1335
-1:2000
-2:2009
-3:2009

YES
YES
YES

mm

D

Office furniture. Office work chair.
Safety requirements.
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A
B
C
D
E
F

490- 515
445- 530
400- 760
570
600
666

